RAPID RESPONDER EASY ALERT

COMPATIBILITY REQUIREMENTS

- Recommended Devices: iOS or Android
- Network Connection
- Recommended Browsers: IE 11, Fire Fox, Chrome & Safari

ABOUT EASY ALERT

Rapid Responder Easy Alert is a browser based internal communication tool to be used between designated Rapid Responder Users, facility staff and first responders. It is a real time notification and communication system that provides instant information to other users about ongoing incidents as they occur. Easy Alert is user friendly and features an easily navigated interface built specifically for mobile devices to ensure quick communication with first responders and other system users. Though Easy Alert was built for mobile devices, it will work in a browser on any device that has Internet connection.

To initiate an incident or drill, a user simply opens Easy Alert, selects their site and initiates the incident. Additional information can be filled in if the user is able and is needed after the incident is entered but is not required. The incident is distributed to a predetermined group of users and first responders via email and/or text. Once a drill or incident is initiated, participants can post images, report their exact location and engage in real-time chat with other active users, including first responders. Easy Alert is integrated with the Rapid Responder Incident Command System thereby creating a fully integrated emergency notification system. Any incident or drill can be accessed via Rapid Responder.

Users are able to share imagery, view participants, share their location, and log in to Rapid Responder via Easy Alert.

Easy Alert is a browser based feature of Rapid Responder. To allow faster access during emergencies add the browser to your home screen.